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Errors and Mistakes

To understand or perceive wrongly; 
interpret or judge incorrectly



Errors and Mistakes

► Probably the most common examples of scientists 
“getting it wrong” fall into this category.

► Astronomers, Physicists, Chemists, Biologists, are all 
often heard to say that 95% of their ideas are simply 
wrong.

► But it is by testing the ideas, rejecting false ones and 
dead ends, that progress is made.

► However some very public errors have been made in the 
process!



Dr Fred Hoyle (1915-2001)

► A very famous British astronomer and mathematician –
a household name in the 60’s/70s.

► Developed  the model of stellar nucleo-synthesisis. This 
explained the synthesis of elements heavier than helium 
from primordial helium and hydrogen in stars.

► He was expected to win the Nobel prize for Physics for 
the work. (Fowler & Chandrasekhar won in 1983)

► Early controversy surrounded his use of the “anthropic
principle” to explain the production of the carbon atom.

► Always a contrarian, he refused to accept that oil and 
gas originated from “squashed fish”. His arguments with 
the establishment sold many newspapers in the UK.



Dr Fred Hoyle

► Along with some other prominent cosmologists he 
promoted the theory that the universe is in a “Steady 
State”.

► Edwin Hubble showed in 1929 that all interstellar objects 
are moving away from each other and from us –
evidence for an expanding universe and its “Big Bang” 
origin.

► Hoyle then spent the remainder of his life trying to 
reconcile the Steady State theory with the observed fact 
that the galaxies were actually moving apart.

► It is ironic that Hoyle himself was responsible for first 
using the term Big Bang, the theory he so opposed!



Dr Fred Hoyle - observations

► The debate between the proponents of the Steady 
State and Big Bang theories was a healthy scientific 
debate.

► Very little absolute evidence existed for either at the 
time. The existence of a cosmic background radiation 
was predicted as a consequence of the Big Bang, but 
could not be detected at the time.

► Unfortunately the very personal nature of the debate 
between Hoyle and other astronomers had a very 
negative effect on astronomical research 
collaborations in the UK during the 1960’s.



Dr. Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

► One of the most famous scientists,                               
he was a physicist and a cosmologist.

► He won the Nobel prize in 1921, in large part for his 
explanation of the photoelectric effect.

► Famous for the General and Special Theories of 
Relativity and of course the equation:- E = mc2  



Dr. Albert Einstein

► Tried to model the structure of the universe using his 
General Theory of Relativity, but it wasn’t consistent with 
the belief he shared with Hoyle, that the universe was 
unchanging and in Steady State.

► Einstein’s solution was to introduce a new term into his 
general relativity equations – the Cosmological Constant.

► When Hubble demonstrated that the universe was 
definitely expanding, Einstein is said to have declared that 
his cosmological model and especially the Cosmological 
Constant was “the biggest blunder of his life”.



Einstein and Hoyle - observations

►Both men originally thought that a Steady State 
view of the universe was the best one.

► Einstein revised his view once solid, new evidence 
was presented, and was even humble enough to 
recognise that his thinking had been in error.

►As far as we know Hoyle never revised his view.  



Errors and Mistakes

► We have seen 2 examples of straightforward errors  or 
misinterpretations in ideas about the universe.

► They are actually good examples of how all scientific 
knowledge is continuously being built, piece by piece – the 
scientific method in action.

► As scientific knowledge develops, it is inevitable that old 
ideas are modified and sometimes even discarded. When a 
significant new discovery is made or a revolutionary new 
understanding emerges, it can appear that the old view was 
in error. But in fact even the new approach can never claim 
to be absolutely “right”.

► “The great tragedy of science is the slaying of a beautiful 
hypothesis by an ugly fact”   Thomas Huxley



Misconceptions

An incorrect understanding



Baron Franz von Paula 
Gruithuisen (1744-1852)

► German physician turned astronomer, 
Professor of Astronomy at University of Munich.

► Contributed much to medicine (urology & lithotrity) and 
astronomy.

► First to suggest that meteorites may have caused craters 
on the moon. Crater Gruithuisen bears his name.

► Credited with discovering the bright caps of the crescent 
Venus, but proposed that the jungles on Venus were 
growing faster than in Brazil. Venusians celebrated fire 
festivals, which caused the bright caps – the ashen light.

► And he was a firm believer in advanced life on the 
moon.



Colossal buildings on the Moon

► His lunar observations were 
done with a 6 cm refractor.

► He thought he could see a 
small city in the rough terrain
near crater Schroter. It had 
broad tree-lined roadways.

► In 1824 he published “Discovery
of Many Distinct Traces of Lunar
Inhabitants, Especially of One of Their Colossal Buildings”.

► His findings were not well received and were easily refuted 
by astronomers making observations with better 
instruments, but he never accepted that he wasn’t correct.



What Gruithuisen saw and imagined



Urbain Le Verrier (1811-1877)

► French astronomer and mathematician whose forte was 
celestial mechanics.

► He predicted the existence and position of Neptune 
based on the gravitational disturbance it had on the 
orbit of Uranus.

► The planet was eventually found within 1 degree of the 
predicted location, hailed as a triumph of Newtonian 
theory and celestial mechanics.

► He then used a similar approach to study the motion of 
Mercury and tried to explain the minor perturbations in 
its perihelion – the point it comes closest to the Sun. 



Urbain Le Verrier

► Le Verrier estimated that Mercury had 1 unexplained 
revolution every 3 million years – a big enough error to 
raise questions about celestial mechanics, unless an 
unknown mass was missing from the calculations.

► In 1859 he announced that one or more small planets 
MUST exist within Mercury’s orbit and due to his 
reputation his announcement was well received.

► He was cautious in his prediction though, finding it hard 
to understand how these objects had escaped notice 
during total eclipses, but his models needed them!

► The mystery planet was even given the name “Vulcan” 
after the Roman god of fire.



Vulcan

► After making his announcement, Le Verrier was 
approached by a country doctor and amateur astronomer 
who had himself been looking for an intra-mercurial 
planet for many years – Edmond Lescarbault.

► He claimed to have seen Vulcan exactly as predicted.

► Initially Le Verrier treated the claim with considerable 
skepticism but eventually Lescarbault convinced him that 
he had in fact seen Vulcan as it transited across the Sun. 

► They only met once, but Le Verrier was so convinced 
about the validity of his sighting that he persuaded 
Napoleon III to award the doctor the Legion of Honour.

► The “discovery” also boosted the reputation of Le Verrier!



Vulcan

► Now that Vulcan was thought to have been located, 
people started to look for it, and couldn’t find it.

► By the time of Le Verrier’s death in 1877, the existence 
of Vulcan was being seriously questioned, but there was 
still no obvious alternative to explain Mercury’s motion.

► During the 1878 total eclipse of the Sun, N. American 
astronomers had a perfect chance to detect Vulcan. One 
of them, James Watson, a highly skilled observer, 
thought he found 2 suitable candidates, but no one else 
saw them and hence no one accepted his findings.

► He spent the rest of his life attempting to find Vulcan, 
even observing from the bottom of a 24 foot deep shaft!



Vulcan

► Einstein eventually used his General Theory of Relativity 
to explain the motion of Mercury. Einstein’s calculation 
agreed exactly with the observed rate of motion.

► Watson’s observations have never been satisfactorily 
explained, but whatever they were of, they were not of 
the planet Vulcan.

► Vulcan was forgotten until the arrival of Dr. Spock.

► By bequest, Watson established the James Watson 
medal which is still awarded by the National Academy of 
Sciences for contributions to astronomy.

► The asteroid 729 Watsonia and lunar crater Watson are 
named in his honour.



Life on Mars – part one

► Mid 17th century astronomers had detected “ice” caps on 
Mars. By the mid 19th century they were known to shrink 
with seasons, day length 24.5 hrs, seasons like earth (2x)

► Speculation grew about presence of oxygen and water.

► 1854 William Whewell from Cambridge University 
theorised about the planet having seas, land masses and 
possibly forms of life.

► Mars was a popular topic of discussion in 1877 when the 
Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli published a highly 
detailed map of the surface of the planet.

► Schiaparelli used the neutral word “canali “to describe the 
network of crisscrossing lines joining dark “seas”



Giovanni Schiaparelli (1835-1910)

► After the Mars opposition of 1879 he 
published an even more detailed map and asserted:
“it is as impossible to doubt their existence (canali) as 
that of the Rhine on the surface of the Earth”.

► He did take the view that the features probably had a 
natural origin, but was prepared to consider an 
“artificial” explanation.

► Despite all this, he was 
generally a careful scientist
but clearly believed in the 
potential of life on other worlds.

► This led him & others to see what wasn’t actually there!



Vanity

excessive pride in one's abilities or 

achievements



Life on Mars – part two

► Schiaparrelli had cautiously used the word “canali” 
or channels, but the translation became – canals.

►This was the time when the Suez canal and the Erie 
canal had been built, canals meant progress.

►Who had dug them on Mars? When? Why?

►This despite astronomers showing that the “canali” 
were an optical illusion and using spectroscopy to 
show that water and oxygen did not exist on Mars.

►Books, papers, lectures, seances – Mars was popular

►By the opposition of 1892, Mars Mania was in full 
swing and it just kept going.



Percival Lowell (1855-1916)

► Businessman, pacifist, mathematician and astronomer.

► Founded the independent Lowell Observatory in 
Flagstaff AZ, it had some collaboration with Harvard. 

► Started a project that eventually led to the discovery of 
Pluto. The choice of the name Pluto and its symbol were 
partly influenced by his initials PL.

► In 1893 when he heard that Schiaparelli’s eyesight was 
deteriorating he decided to assume the Mars legacy.

► From that point on Lowell presented himself as the 
successor of Schiaparelli, but while he contributed much 
to the popular perception of Mars and astronomy, he 
contributed nothing to the scientific understanding.



Percival Lowell

► He published many popular papers and books on the 
subject, but the peer reviewed journals were not 
friendly. This made him even more popular with public.

► When made aware that any line visible from earth would 
need to be 30 miles across, he modified his belief in 
canals to one of riparian strips alongside canals.

► Since no habitation was visible, he deduced that the 
“Martian mind was mathematical, comprehensive, 
inventive, cosmopolitan, and technically superior to our 
own”.

► Lectured widely:  “Great discoveries and their reception” 



Percival Lowell

► In 1892, William Pickering from the Harvard Andes 
observatory, and a collaborator with Lowell, announced 
the discovery of 40 new Martian lakes, Martian weather 
reports, dates of snowfalls & snowmelts.

► Technically Lowell was only an amateur astronomer, 
although he did found a major observatory, the manner 
of his approach to Martian tory and his self promotion 
does seem to qualify him as being extremely vain.

► Proving existence of life on Mars became his life’s quest.

► Resisting and correcting Lowell’s legacy was“a huge 
waste of time and resources as well as a significant loss 
of public confidence in astronomical research”   

Michael J. Crowe in The Extraterrestrial Life Debate.



Percival Lowells contributions



Hoaxes



The Great Moon Hoax

► In 1835 the New York Sun newspaper  began
a series of articles , allegedly reprints of a 
paper from the Edinburgh Journal of Science.

► They told an incredible story, crediting the discovery of 
life on the moon to John Herschel.

► John was indeed an astronomer, the son of William 
Herschel and nephew of Caroline, both famed for 
cataloguing star clusters and nebulae, William was the 
discoverer of Uranus.

► The articles explained how he had invented a new 
magnification system that permitted very close 
examination of the moon. 



The Great Moon Hoax

► Amethyst Crystals 90 feet high,
rivers and vegetation:

► And where there are rivers, there are    
beavers:

► And of course Moon 
Men and Women, 
furry, with wings:

► Herschel was extensively quoted, describing each 
discovery in great detail. Of course this was all a hoax!



The Great Moon Hoax

► Even some scientists were taken in by the hoax. 

► Famously, 2 scientists from Yale who could not find the 
original article in their university library, went to the 
newspaper  in New York for copies. 

► Apparently the editor of the Sun was deliberately 
satirising a contemporary writer of popular science 
books – Dr. Thomas Dick whose style blended scientific 
fact with outrageous speculation and moral preaching.

► With a gullible public, newspapers sales soared. 

► As an aside, perhaps it is worth noting that a nickname 
for New York is Gotham, the name for a “land of fools” 
in a Mother Goose nursery rhyme!



Myths



Myths

► There are many astronomical myths, too many to go 
into tonight! But most of them were not started by 
astronomers. 

► Journalists, Astrologers, Conspiracy theorists  - YES
Astronomers – NO

► End of the world in 2012  (book author)
Mars will be the same size as the moon (journalist)
Supermoons cause Earthquakes (journalist)
Capitalism responsible for lack of life on Mars (president)
and others too numerous to mention!!



Before closing lets return again to Vulcan

► As a planet, its existence proved to be a wild goose 
chase,

but

► The search for it led directly to the discovery by 
Schwabe of the 11 year sunspot cycle and to Einstein  
being able to elegantly validate his theory of 
gravitation.

► “Anyone who has never made a mistake has never 
tried anything new” Albert Einstein



Thank you for your 
attention!



Questions?


